
Ms. Melissa Crow, Director 
Legal Action Center 
American Immigration Council 
1331 G Street, NW, Suite 200 
Washington, DC 20005-3141 

RE: AIC v. CBP; Case I: 12-CV -00932-EGS 

Dear Ms. Crow: 

13 00 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20229 

U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection 

DIS-3 OT:RR:RDL:FAPL 
H225675 AML 

This is in further response to your FO!Arequest. We have collected documents 
and records from several offices within CBP and release those records with redactions as 
described below. 

As we informed you in the previous disclosure of August 10,2012, the FOIA 
Appeals, Policy and Litigation Branch (FAPL) requested searches from several CBI' 
offices in which responsive records could likely be found: the Office of Border Patrol 
(OBP), the Office of Field Operations (OFO), the Office oflntemal Affairs (IA) the 
Office of Training and Development (OTD), the Office of Public Affairs (OPA) and the 
Onice of Chief Counsel (OCC). Because of their duties and functions, these offices 
were determined to be those in which responsive records were likely to have been created 
and be maintained. 

In addition to the records disclosed on August I 0, OBP has provided additional 
records for release: Chapter 21, Section21.8 of the Border Patrol Handbook. We 
redacted the record and have attached the copy in response to your request. In addition, 
we have attached several redacted memoranda and tables regarding OBP's Consequence 
Delivery System (CDS), which is used to screen and repatriate aliens through several 
processes and means, inc! uding voluntary return. 

In addition to the records disclosed on August 10, OFO identified and provided a 
memorandum entitled "Alien Transfer Exit Program (ATEP)" which we are providing to 
you with redactions. 

The Office oflnternal AiTairs (IA) has provided additional information fields to 
the Excel spreadsheet itemizing complaints made against CBP personnel. The Excel file 
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was converted to a PDF file from which names and numbers which could identify 
individuals, OBP stations or codes were redacted. For purposes of clarification, all of the 
redactions in the "Subject Office" column are made pursuant to Exemptions (b)(6) and 
(b)(7)(C) and all of the redactions in the "Primary Field Description Code (FDC)" 
column are made pursuant to Exemption b(7)(E). The updated spreadsheet is disclosed 
with this letter. 

Given that the request sought training materials, we also requested information 
from the Office of Training and Development (OTD). As you were informed in the 
previous disclosure of August 10, 2012, OTD conducted a separate search for responsive 
records and has provided information regarding "voluntary returns" from these 
documents: "Immigration Law: Appendix A: Glossary" and "Removai/Deportabilities: 
Day 22- Instructor Guide". We have provided redacted versions of the relevant portions 
of those documents as well. 

Given that the request sought directives, guidance, etc., we also requested 
information from the Office of Chief Counsel (OCC). Chief Counsel did not locate any 
documents that originated in its office that are responsive to the request. 

We also requested information from the Office of Public Affairs (OPA). As 
discussed by you and an attorney on my staff prior to this litigation, we requested records 
from the OPA Complaints Center. We did not receive records that are responsive to your 
request. 

We searched for and discovered two other documents: an OFO memorandum 
entitled "Exercise of Discretion- Additional Guidance", and a separate OFO 
memorandum entitled "Zero Tolerance Policy; Exercise of Discretion." Redacted 
versigns of both memoranda are attached hereto. 

Certain information that is contained in the responsive records is exempt from 
disclosure pursuant to Exemptions (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and (b)(7)(E) of the FOIA (5 U.S.C. 
§§ 552 (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) and (b)(7)(E)) and was therefore redacted from the records 
disclosed. Some information has been withheld pursuant, respectively, to Exemption 
(b)(6), which protects from disclosure "personnel and medical files and similar files" the 
release of which could constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 
Exemption (b )(7)(C), which protects from disclosure information compiled in a law 
enforcement context if its disclosure could constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy; and Exemption (b )(7)(E), which protects from disclosure information compiled 
for law enforcement purposes, "if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk 
circumvention of the law[.]" 

The FOIA requires an agency "upon any request for records which ... reasonably 
describes such records ... [to] make the records promptly available." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(3). 
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In this way, FOIA allows citizens to peek behind the curtain and find out 
"what their government is up to." United States Dep 't of Justice v. 
Reporters Comm.for Freedom of the Press, 489 U.S. 749,773, 109 S. Ct. 
1468, 103 L. Ed. 2d 774 (1989) ("Reporters Comm."); Solar Sources, Inc. 
v. United States, 142 F.3d 1033, 1037 (7th Cir. 1998). Sutton v. IRS, 2007 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 299 (N.D. Ill. 2007). 

The Freedom of Information Act generally provides citizens the right of 
access to federal agency records, except insofar as they are protected from 
disclosure by one of nine exemptions or three law enforcement record 
exclusions. "The basic purpose of [the] FOIA is to ensure an informed 
citizenry, vital to the functioning of a democratic society, needed to check 
against corruption and to hold the governors accountable to the governed." 
NLRB v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214, 242 (1978). Public 
Citizen v. Department of State, 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11962 (D.D.C. 
Aug. 26, 1991). 

The FOIA requires that federal agencies comply with requests to make their records 
available to the public, unless such "information is exempted under [one ofnine 
exemptions set forth in] clearly delineated statutory language." /d. (internal quotation 
marks omitted); see also 5 U.S. C. § 552(a), (b)(As quoted by Bangoura v. United States 
Dep't of the Army, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 29541 (D.D.C. Apr. 8, 2009)). 

Congress remained sensitive, however, to the need to achieve balance 
between this objective and the vulnerability of "legitimate governmental 
and private interests [that] could be harmed by release of certain types of 
information." Critical Mass Energy Project v. Nuclear Regulatory 
Comm'n, 298 U.S. App. D.C. 8, 975 F.2d 871, 872 (D.C. Cir. 1992). As 

... quoted by PeterS. Herrick's Customs & lnt'l Trade Newsletter v. United 
States Customs & Border Prot., 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 38915 (D.D.C. 
Sept. 22, 2005) ("Herrick!"). 

Exemption (b)(6) 

FOIA Exemption (b)(6) provides for the exemption from disclosure of"personnel 
and medical files and similar files" disclosure of which "would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). The United States 
Supreme Court in United States v. Washington Post Co., 456 U.S. 595 (1982) stated, 
citing the legislative history of the FOIA, that the phrase "personnel and medical and 
similar files" was to be broadly interpreted. Once the threshold requirement that the 
records are "personnel and medical and similar files" is met, the issue becomes whether 
disclosure of the information "would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6). The resolution of this issue involves a 
balancing of the public's right to know the information against the individual's right to 
privacy. See, Department of Air Force v. Rose, supra, at 3S2. 
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Please be advised that the names ofindividuals withheld pursuant to Exemption 
(b)(6) (and Exemption (b)(7)(C); set forth and discussed below) pertains to the names of 
the CBP personnel and other individuals whose names appear in the memoranda, 
directives and lA complaint files. In Canaday v. United States Citizenship & 
Immigration Servs., 545 F. Supp. 2d 113, 118 (D.D.C. 2008), the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia, in considering the invocation of Exemption 6 to 
withhold the names of federal employees, held that: 

USCIS invoked Exemption 6 to protect the identities of certain Federal 
employees. See, e.g., Vaughn index at 4 ("The release of these names 
would be a clear invasion of the personal privacy of those individuals 
while, at the same time, [would] serve no legitimate public interest since 
the release of this information would shed no additional light on the 
manner in which this agency fulfills its statutory obligations.") ... While 
there may be some public interest in obtaining the identifYing information 
of the Federal employees at issue, disclosure would not shed any light on 
the workings ofUSCIS. Canaday, supra, at 118. 

In this case, the CBP employees' and other individuals' rights to have their names 
and other identifYing information withheld from disclosure outweigh the public's interest 
in koowing this information. The privacy consideration is to protect CBP personnel, as 
individuals, from unnecessary, unofficial questioning and harassment as to the conduct of 
their duties, whether or not they are currently employed by CBP. Further, disclosing the 
information redacted from the document in this case, i.e., names and other personal 
identifYing information, does not shed light on how CBP performs its statutory duties. 
Thus, Exemption (b)(6) has been applied to withhold the names ofCBP employees. 

Exemption (b )(7)(C) 

In addition to the application of Exemption (b)(6), the name ofCBP employees 
and other individuals are withheld under Exemption (b )(7)(C). Exemption (b )(7)(C) 
exempts from disclosure "records and information compiled for law enforcement 
purposes" the disclosure of which "could reasonably be expected to constitute an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy." 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(C). Exemption (b)(7) 
applies to civil, criminal, and administrative law enforcement proceedings, and protects, 
among other information, the identity of Jaw enforcement personnel and third parties 
referenced in files compiled for law enforcement purposes. Exemption (b )(7)(C) is 
asserted to protect the identities and contact information of CBP employees responsible 
for creating the record in question and conducting law enforcement activities. The 
primary consideration is to protect CBP employees as individuals from unnecessary, 
unofficial questioning and harassment as to the conduct of their duties. 

The responsive records, containing the names and/or identifYing information of 
CBP employees and other individuals, meet the requirement for being compiled for law 
enforcement purposes. CBP is a law enforcement agency whose mission is to protect the 
borders by enforcing the customs and immigration laws of the United States. Given the 
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nature of your request and the location of the responsive records, the records disclosed 
are considered Jaw enforcement records because such records are compiled in direct 
relation to CBP's law enforcement mandate to monitor and protect the U.S. borders. The 
individual whose privacy would be subject to invasion is identified in the records, and the 
invasion of that privacy is unwarranted. There is no public interest to be served by 
placing the identities and contact information of CBP employees and other individuals 
beli:Jre the public. Thus, we conclude that Exemption (b)(7)(C) is applicable to the 
information withheld from disclosure. 

Exemption (b )(7)(1<:) 

Exemption (b )(7)(E) protects from release all law enti:Jrcement information that 
"would disclose techniques and procedures for law entbrcement investigations or 
prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or 
prosecutions if such disclosure could reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the 
law." 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(7)(E). (See Nowak v. IRS, 2000 U.S. App. LEXIS 948 (9'" Cir. 
2000)(Exemption (b)(?)(E) authorizes the withholding of records and information that 
consist of or reveal a law enforcement "technique" or "procedure" when that technique or 
procedure is employed in law enforcement investigations.) Information that has a law 
enforcement purpose where disclosure would risk circumvention of law and agency 
regulations is being witl:theld under Exemption (b )(7)(E). Disclosure of the information 
in this matter would reveal OFO targeting and i1ispection techniques used in the 
processing of international travelers and would enable potential violators to design 
strategies to circumvent the examination procedures developed and employed by CBP. 
Additionally, release of the information would reveal Border Patrol law entbrcement 
techniques used in the apprehension of aliens illegally entering the United States between 
ports of entt·y and would enable potential violators to design strategies to circumvent the 
border security enforcement procedures developed by CB P. 

The fact that this matter is already in litigation notwithstanding, we are required 
by law to advise you that, in the event that you are dissatisfied with the disposition of 
your appeal, you may obtain judicial review of this decision pursuant to the provisions of 
5 U.S.C. §552(a)( 4)(B) in the United States District Comt in the District in which you 
reside, in the District where the agency records are situated, or in the United States 
District Comt for the District of Columbia. 

Sincerely, 

&& 
Shari Suzuki, Chief 
FOIA Appeals, Policy and Litigation Branch 

Enclosures 
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NOV 10 2011 
MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Director, Field Operations San Diego 
Director, Field Operations Tucson 
Director, Field Operations El Paso 
Director, Field Operations Laredo 
Office of Field Operations 

1300 Pennsylvania Aven\le NW 
Washington, DC 20229 

U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection 

(b )(6) (b )(7)(C) 
Assistant Commissioner 
Office of Field Operation 

Alien Transfer Exit Program 

The Alien Transfer Exit Program (ATEP) is being expanded along the Southwest border. lfyour 
field office is not currently participating, please implement upon receipt of this memorandum. 

A TEP is intended to serve as a first step in the implementation of a larger Consequence Delivery 
System (CDS) for inadmissible subjects encountered at your ports of entry. Consequence 
Delivery is the most operational and cost effective legal consequence that can be consistently 
applied to an illegal alien to deter future illegal activity. Rather than returning inadmissible 
Mexican nationals directly to the transnational criminal organizations, subjects who are 
amenable to A TEP will either be allowed to withdraw their application for admission or will be 
removed expeditiously and will be placed onto transportation to depart the United States at ports 
of entry in other geographical areas. The intent of A TEP implementation is to disrupt the efforts 
of these transnational criminal organizations. 

The transportation mechanism is currently in place and is being utilized by the Border Patrol 
through transportation and housing capacity belonging to Immigration and Customs Enforcement, 
Enforcement and Removal Operations (ICE/ERO). Your local Border Patrol and ICE/ERO 
offices have been informed that you will be reaching out to them at the local level for this new 
coordination. 

(b )(7)(E) Male Mexican nationals between the who are not part of family units and do 
not have significant health conditions will be amenable to ATEP. As a part ofthiS£!<>gr:am, 
subjects who are going to be removed via A TEP will need to be entered into 
to the attached directions. the have to be manUllllY enlten:d 

necessary to 
re-apprehension. You must coordinate with 

~=~YJ to obtain access to this database. 

Fer Qfifeial TeJse 9Rl) 
ls&r , inMruRtent Qeneiti: a 
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Alien Transfer Program 

After coordinating with your local Border Patrol and ICE/ERO offices, as many amenable 
subjects as possible should be placed into ATEP. Again, this is the first step in establishing a 
more comprehensive CDS in which all field offices will participate. Further details related to the 
expansion of the CDS will be forthcoming. 

If you have any questions or require additional infonnation, please COilta<Jt 
Executive Director, Admissibility and Passenger Programs at (202) 

Attachment 

Fe: Qffisial hlse ilnl5 
ma•:ablr Jinfnreemet:t Quwiti: a 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

Southwest Border Implementation 

October 2011 

U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection 

October 2011 Field Operations 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

Eligible Candidates for the A TEP consequence: 

• Male Mexican nationals ONLY 

• Must be between (b)f7)(E) 

• Must not be apart of a family unit 
(b)(7)(E) 

- If all members of a family unit are eligible, send all. If only 
one member is eligible, then they are NOT a candidate for 
ATEP. 

/--·" (!1 • U.S. Customs and 
~- Border Protection 2 

Field Operations October 20 II 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

Eligible Candidates for the ATEP consequence (continued): 

• Must be in good health 
- Not taking any medications 

- Medically cleared aliens NOT permitted 
• No Criminal or Administrative History 

- No criminal aliens or persons of violence 

- Any conviction other than a DUI is NOT eligible for ATEP 

October 20 II 

3 
Field Operations 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

INITIAL PROCESSING 

• All detainees must be processed in IIfll($11 (i.e., ER or VR) 

- Select the A TEP 

October 20 II 

4 
Field Operations 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

INITIAL PROCESSING 

• All detainees must be manual 

US. Customs and 
Border Protection 

October 20 I I 

5 
Field Operations 
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
'ATEP 

1-213 NARRATIVE 

• The following statement MUST be included: 

- "Subject is a candidate and participant in the Alien 
Transfer and Exit Program (ATEP) from {insert POE 
name, spell out} on {insert date}." 

('1 "\ U.S. Customs and /.~~ 
\~, ""J! Border Protection 

October 20 II 

6 
Field Operations 

<!::!~.~3!'·--
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Alien Transfer Exit Program 
ATEP 

A TEP Paperwork 

• 1-213 

• A-file 

• 1-296 and 1-860 copies to alien (originals in A-file) 

•
~~~, 

(,;< '~'i U.S. Customs and 
'!' $;1 Border Protection 
~~~./ 

October 20 I I Field Operations 
7 
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OBP 50/8-C 

JAN 28 ZOIZ 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Scott A. Luck 
Chief Patrol Agent 
Et Paso Sector 

Michael J. rtsttlC~~~ 
('..hief 
U.S. Border Patrol 1 

I 300 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
w.._,hingron, DC 20H9 

US. Customs and 
Border Protection 

El Paso Sector Consequence Delivery System, Analysis of 
Alternatives Re-evaluation and Distribution 

U.S. Border Patrol Headquarters representatives and subject-matter experts in El Paso Sector met 
recently to conduct an Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), which is required as part of the 
Consequence Delivery System (CDS) re-evaluation. Using eight months of data, and combined 
with factor weighting results from you and your command staff, the AoA was completed on 
schedule, preceding the proposed implementation of a new CDS Guide on February I, 2012. 
Thank you for supporting tltis effort to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of how 
consequences are applied and achieve our strategically aligned outcomes. 

The CDS AoA as a decision-support tool is a crucial piece in the evaluation of available 
consequences, and it has informed tlte development oftlte newEl Paso Sector-specific CDS Guide 
and Evaluation Process to be implemented in Fiscal Year (FY) 2012. There have been some 
significant changes from tlte original CDS Guide used as a primer during FY 2011. These 
differences are a result of changing operational conditions, improved efficiency and effectiveness, 
and the ability to collect and analyze data specific to CDS. Additionally, the analytical 
methodology for developing this new guidance evolved with many significant improvements over 
the past version, including the participation of 13 members of your command staff and IS subject
matter experts representing program management, operations, prosecutions, and intelligence 
disciplines. These improvements have increased the accuracy and reliability of the analysis. 

The newEl Paso Sector CDS Guide and Evaluation Process is attached and should be distributed 
to all field processing facilities and agents, effective February I, 2012. During FY 2012, 
baseline data will be collected for each alien classification and consequence represented on the 
new El Paso Sector CDS Guide, in support of future sector- and National-level performance 
measures. Therefore, every effort should be made to apply the most effective and efficient 
consequence to the greatest number of apprehensions as indicated for each alien classification on 
the guide. This new guide will remain in effect throughout FY 2012, and, in consultation with 
your sector point-of-contact, will undergo periodic evaluation. The reporting of results will 
occur on a quarterly basis. Also attached is a file showing the results of the El Paso Sector AoAs 
for every individual alien classification, as well as a summary averaging results among all seven 
of the claasifications. 
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El Paso Sector Consequence Delivery System, Analysis of Alternatives Re-evaluation and Distribution 
Page2 

The Border Patrol's CDS is quickly becoming a model for U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
and is being_ considered by the Department of Homeland Security as a best practice. I look 
forward to working with you to implement and furtber improve this process. 

As always, I am available to answer am• ouest" 
~tions to Operations 
~fthe Strategic Planning, 

Attachments 

at {b )(6),(b )(7 )(C) 
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• Tlu:; Cou~c.'quenct: Delivery System Guide is to be uri/izedfOr the! proc~~xiug uf ill.:gal ~~liens. l11c combinarion 
uf~.m,)' of the ubo.,.·e i..'Oilsequences is eJlcouruged. especial/)' 1\'hen rh~ Ju,·st!Jw;st ejjeci!Vc:' ~.·oni.;qul!.m. r! r.:an nut 
be applied. OBP is dil1iding apprehended a/reus uuo these groups in order to unaly::e and detemmu: 1h.: b.;·,, I 
cvmhination of COJlSC?queuces to bt! applii!d tu ajfect "'' u/ien :'i dl!.dsion tu illlt:mpt any ~uMuiunaJ li!l!gal cuuy 
illto the Uniti!d Simes. 

•"' This chart is Not meam to be inclusive ofeve'1)' illc!gal alien I'Jrl'r!Slt!d ur CrJil!:>"i!'JUCIICe m'ciJI~Ible. us 1here: Hill 
be spcxia/ cases in each caregOf)1 • 

• Bast Consoquonce-!Mosl EllociiV& .loss lh.ln'~nl Cotlll(Jqurmcltli!ll~:r.lwu fll PrufcmvoJ to11111 a VI)Jumouy f«.tum 

0 More EffeGI•v~ U\all Romw:Unll Altunll!llves •. lt>lllll fotclunodiL~d~IIZII!'ItUVII ~ Nat A;1pbWbl~ •• 

Ruvisod: Novemll&f 2011 
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EVALUATION PROCESS 

STEP 1 
Record Checks 
- el 
- Fed Query 
- FINS Unk 

STEP4 
Classify/Verify 
Entrant Classification 
- First Apprehension 

<BPI 
- Famuy Unit 
-'' Second!Third 

Apprehension iBPI 
- Persistent Alien 
- Suspected Smuggler 
- Targeted Smuggler 
- Criminal Alien 

STEP2 
Review History 

- Prior Criminal 
- Prior Immigration 
- Prior Consequences 
- Outcome(s) 

STEP 5 
Review Consequence 
Delivery 
- Previous Actions 
- Expected Outcomes 

Possible Path 
Forward 

- Best Available CDS 

STEP 3 
Review Nexus 

Criminal Organization 
Target/Focus Area 

- Targeted 
Demographic 

STEP6 
Execute 
- Record Disposition 

Place Alert 
Information Sharing 
w~h suategic 
Partners 
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OBP 50/8-C 

DEC 29 201f 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Paul A. Beeson 
Chief Patrol A 
San Diego Sec 

FROM: \'IJ"'Michael J. Fi 
Chief 

(b)(6),(b )(?)(C) 

U.S. Border Patrol 

1300 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 
Wa•hington, DC 7.0229 

US. Customs and 
Border Protection 

SUDJEcr: San Diego Sector Consequence Delivery System, Analysis of 
Alternatives Re-evaluation and Distribution 

U.S. Border Patrol Headquarters representatives and subject-matter experts in San Diego Sector 
met recently to conduct an Analysis of Alternatives (AoA), which is required as part of the 
Consequence Delivery System (CDS) re-evaluation. Using eight months of data, and combined 
with factor weighting results from you and yo~:~r command staff, the AoA was completed on 
schedule, preceding the proposed implementation of a new CDS Guide on January 1, 2012. 
Thank you for supporting this effort to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of how 
consequences are applied and achieve our strategically aligned outcomes. 

The CDS AoA as a decision-~'Upport tool is a crucial piece in the evaluation of available 
consequences and has informed the development of the new San Diego Sector-specific CDS Guide 
and Evaluation Process to be implemented in Fiscal Year (FY) 2012. You will notice there have 
been some significant changes from the original CDS Guide used as a primer during FY 2011. 
These differences are a result of changing operational conditions, _improved efficiency and 
effectiveness, and the ability to collect and analyze data specific to CDS. Additionally, the analytical 
methodology for developing this new guidance evolved with many significant improvements over 
the past version, including the participation of22 members of your conunimd staff and 14 subject
matter experts representing program management, operations, prosecutions, and intelligence 
disciplines. These improvements have increased the accuracy and reliability of the analysis. 

The new San Diego Sector CDS Guide and Evaluation Process is attached. It must be distributed 
to all field processing facilities and agents, effective January 1, 2012. During FY 2012, baseline 
data will be collected for each alien classification and consequence represented on the new San 
Diego Sector CDS Guide to support future sector- and National-level performance measures. 
Therefore, every effort should be made to apply the most effective and efficient consequence to the 
greatest number of apprehensions as indicated for each alien classification on the guide. 1bis new 
guide will remain in effect throughout FY 2012, and in consultation with your sector's point-of· 
contact, will undergo periodic evaluation. The reporting of results will occur on a quarterly basis. 
Also attached is a file showing the results of the San Diego Sector AoAs for every individual alien 
classification, as well as a summary of average results among all seven classifications. 
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San Diego Sector Consequence Delivcty System, Analysis of Alternatives R6-evaluation and Distribution 
Page2 

The Border Patrol's CDS is quickly becoming a model for U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
and is being considered by the Department of Homeland Security as a best practice. I look 
forward to working with you to implement and further improve this process. 

As always, I am available to answer any questions 
direct · to Operations Officer 

Strategic Planning, 

Attachments 

(b )(6 ),(b )(7 )(C) at 
Management 

Analysis Division at 

Staff may 
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Rrst Apprehension (BP) 

Family Unit 

Secondfrhird Apprehension (BP) 

Persistent Alien 

Suspected Smuggler 

Targeted Smuggler 

• This Consequence Delivery System Guide is to be utilized for the processing of illegal aliens. The combination 
of any of the above consequences is encouraged. especially when zhe best/most effective consequence can noz 
be applied OBP is dividing apprehended aliens into these groups in order to analyze and determine the best 
combination of consequences to be applied to affect an alien's decision to a/tempt any additional illegal entry 
into the United States. 

** This chart is Not meant to be inclusive of every illegal alien arrested or consequence available, as there will 
be special cases in each category. 

II Best Consequence!Mosl Effective • Less than Best Consequence/Effective lij Preferred over a Voluntary Retum 

0 More Effective than Remaining AJtematives • Least Preferred/Least Effective ~ NOI App~cable •• 

~
.,., .. ' 

:, i' 
;\~!= .. ~~ ,, ,._!, ~~, .. 

Revised: December 2011 

Fer O#iGia! tJo e Or:.~li 

.) 
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STEP 1 

Record Checks 
•e3 
•Fed Query 
•FinsLink 
•TRACS 

STEP4 

STEP 2 I 
Review Hi tory 
•Prior Crii ina/ 
•Prior lmm ·gration 
•Prior Con equences 
•Outcome ) 

STEPS 

STEP3 

Review Nexus 
•Criminal Organization 
• Target !Focus Area 
• Targeted Demographic 

STEPS 

Classify/Verify Entrant Classificati 
·First Apprehension (BP) 

Review Consequence Execute 
Delivery ·Record Disposition 

•Family Unit 
•Second/Third Apprehension (BP) 
•Persistent Alien 
•Suspected Guide/ Mule 
·Targeted Guides 
•Criminal Alien 

•Previous Actions •Place Alert 
•Expected Outcomes . .· 
•Possible Path Forward •Information Shanng 
•Best Available CDS With Strategic 

Partners 

Pot Offlr:iaH:fse-Only--
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